PROFILE
Stage: From Growth to
Middle Market
Size: $2M to $200M in
revenues
Sectors: From Information
Technology to traditional
Wholesalers and
Manufacturers

E XPERIENCE. FOCUS. RESULTS.
Wherever you are, and wherever you are headed,
Burke Capital assures a better outcome.

CONTACT
Jim Burke
President and
Chief Executive Officer
jmburke@burkecapital.net
(650) 579-5699

BURKE CAPITAL IS GOOD FOR BUSINESS

TEAM

A fresh look from experienced, outside professionals often
results in new and innovative solutions that jumpstart
progress and accelerate gains. That’s what we do at Burke
Capital Corporation (BCC). We are one of the region’s most
highly respected catalysts to business prosperity. For more
than 20 years, BCC has provided capital, expertise and
management to enable significant client performance gains,
often in very challenging times.

Our principals are successful company founders, builders
and managers from a wide variety of industries — so you
have access to a deep well of experience. The BCC team of
professionals has successfully managed a myriad of complex
business challenges in healthy economies and recessions
alike. Our combined experience represents over 50 years of
turnaround management and more than 100 years of growth
leadership — and our Integrated Expert Network™, hundreds
of affiliated professional service providers, is available for
additional support.

PRACTICE AREAS
Capital Sourcing

Crisis Management

Restructuring

Exits and Harvests

BCC knows the capital
sources that support a wide
range of clients, from growth
to middle market business.
That knowledge, coupled
with a comprehensive
understanding of
business operations and
management, allows us
to package and market
your business, aligning
company needs with capital
availability.

As crisis managers, we
unleash each client’s hidden
resources. By implementing
the Burke Capital 13Week Cash Management
Regimen™ and other
proprietary techniques, we
immediately stabilize cash
flow by monetizing assets,
prioritizing disbursements,
and opening new lines of
communication with outside
stakeholders.

Severe cash flow challenges
require a comprehensive
plan to address critical
relationships with creditors,
lenders, shareholders and
employees. These situations
are particularly unnerving,
but you have more options
than you realize. The
professionals at BCC can
offer solutions grounded in
years of experience facing
similar circumstances to
help you get through these
troubling times.

How will your efforts be
rewarded after you’ve
worked so hard to build
your business? That’s a
complicated question with a
number of possible answers,
some better than others.
Increasing the number
and value of the options
available is our specialty, as
is guiding you to the best
choices.
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